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The growth of digital content sales over the years is on an unprecedented rate and is expected 

to develop at an even higher rate in the years to come. This growth is attributed to blockchain 

technological developments and increasing internet penetration. In the Centralised Exchange 

concept, all the wallet is connected to the central system, and wallet’s real amount is controlled 

by central. Due to this structure more coin can make from central, it means no transparency 

but here in Buyzone, we don’t have wallet to control the assets that reason nobody can steal 

information, and provides 100% transparency.

Industry Overview

Centralised 
Platform

Centralised Platform : 

•  Pegging Asset, but can make more asset

•  Keep in Real Asset at their Cold wallet

Buyzone Platform : 

•  100% Decentralised Platform

•  Buyzone does has not any wallet. 
    So can’t make any fake asset

•  All transaction are 100% 
    Transparency with Etherscan.

Buyzone 
Platform
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With this growth, Buyzone aims to tap-into this growth and create tremendous benefits for 

users through excellent user friendly sales and trading experience. However, digital trading 

is faced with varied challenges that range from lack of guarantee on the digital items and 

merchants, security and privacy of customers. All these challenges have created widespread 

limitations on the e-commerce platform all over the globe.

Hence, Buyzone ECommerce platform aims to provide decentralied 100% P2P platform for 

customers with a more convenient online purchasing experience that will enable buyers to 

enjoy a more affordable quality digital product and token sales. Buyzone platform is committed 

to providing the customers’ with remarkable and exclusive purchasing experience. We aim to 

create a community-based marketplace powered by blockchain that will encourage all members 

to participate towards the productivity of the community.

https://buyzone.io/

Buyzone Platform : 

•  100% Decentralised Platform

•  Buyzone does has not any wallet. 
    So can’t make any fake asset

•  All transaction are 100% 
    Transparency with Etherscan.
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Vision

Mission

Our vision is to build the world’s first leading decentralised P2P platform that is powered by 

Ethereum blockchain, focused on ensuring amazing trading experience and to provide access 

to affordable digital items and token sales. Buyzone aims to build a strong community-based 

marketplace that enables members’ to purchase digital items and to trade ERC20 coins on 

the platform.

Buyzone is the Digital eCommerce Open Market Platform for global users to experience 

P2P trading and to make the world a better place for Blockchain Technology.In our platform 

we allow customers to trade digital assets through smart contracts in the blockchain on 

various business fields. Our mission is to elevate the user’s experience by working to provide 

customers with an exceptional and amazing trading and sales experience that is focused 

on granting them access to affordable digital items. Thus, by adopting the most disruptive 

technologies in recent years, we aim to build a strong community where all members will 

be encouraged to contribute to the general productivity of the platform. This will be done 

by enhancing interaction between users,helping them in decision making and building a 

personalized trading and transaction experience. Buyzone provides a fast and secure ETH 

payment with all the transactions recorded on the blockchain etherscan.
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 Technology

Ether is a cryptocurrency whose blockchain is produced by the Ethereum platform. Ether 

can be exchanged amongst records and used to repay member digging hubs for calculations 

performed. Ethereum gives a decentralized virtual machine, the Ethereum Virtual Machine 

(EVM), which can execute contents utilizing a worldwide network of public hubs. EVM 

(Ethereum Virtual Machine) bytecode, which is subsequently sent to the Ethereum blockchain 

for implementation. It uses a smart contract which is a high-level programming abstraction 

that is brought together on the virtual machine. Ethereum’s smart contracts are based on 

varied computer language, which programmers use to code their own functionalities to suit 

their needs.

Buyzone is designed as a digital ecommerce open market platform that allows unit of payment 

between sellers and users, based on Ethereum protocol of decentralized application. The E- 

commerce platform allows anyone anywhere to buy digital content effortlessly with secured 

user data on a user friendly platform. 

This basic unique feature is based on Ethereum Smart Contracts with a couple of answers 

for a faster layer, over that, it allows for faster transaction process among users. The referral 

program is worked in an approach to encourage the whole connection between seller, and 

buyers.

Why Ethereum Blockchain Technology ?
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Smart contracts are immutable programs that execute when certain conditions are met. 

They are a piece of code set up on Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) which contains the 

terms of the agreement involving buyer and seller. In other words, they are lines of code 

and agreements enclosed therein that exist across a decentralized distributed blockchain 

network. Smart contracts allow trusted transactions and contracts to be established among 

diverse unspecified parties without the need for a central authority. Smart contracts are 

much preferable to the traditional channels because smart contracts can be verified quickly 

and cheaply and are fully transparent.

Buyzone uses ERC20 smart contract method to keep track of consumer’s payment system 

and expedite their transaction processes. The smart contract ensures proper allocation of 

proceeds among users. ERC-20 tokens are blockchain based assets that have value, which 

could be sent and received using the Ethereum network. The ERC-20 allows users to easily 

and seamlessly make transactions with the Ethereum network without the need to set up 

their own Blockchain.

Buyzone uses ethereum smart contract method to keep track of user’s payment system and 

expedite their transaction processes. The smart contract ensures proper allocation of proceeds 

among users. All the transactions are recorded on smart contract. Users can buy and sell their 

digital products and sell ERC20 through smart contracts instantly.

Smart contracts and Ethereum
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Decentralized P2P

Digital Content Sales

Seller side Commissions

Buy / Sell Tokens (ERC20)

Buyzone platform operates on a 100% decentralized P2P platform where all transactions in smart 

contracts are traded safely on a secure network, without any interference.

We understand that people devote a lot of time searching online to find the digital product and the 

deal that suits their needs and desire, but even the most persistent ones cannot check all the online 

store offers. Users are never certain whether they found the best possible deal.

Buyzone platform is designed towards creating a user-friendly environment that utilizes smart 

contracts that allows instant transactions with no required deposit. In Buyzone, all the ETH payments 

happen in blockchain with secured transactions.It is a multi vendor site, where all the digital goods 

can be sold with an open market, so anyone in the world can register and sell the digital contents 

globally.

Usually in all other ecommerce websites, platforms decide the commission taken from the transaction. 

Buy here in Buyzone sellers decide the commission like how much percentage the seller is willing to 

share with the platform, so based on that platform will receive commission. Buyzone makes priority 

for sellers and buyers who use their platform.

Any seller can add their own ERC20 standard token from the public Ethereum blockchain and can 

set the price for selling, and do an advertisement similar to Digital contents sales. Interested buyers 

can search from the list through the name of the ERC20 they want to buy, and can chat with the 

seller for any possibility of negotiation. If buyers and sellers agree on their conditions, the buyer can 

pay through ETH, and after successful payment, the ERC20 will be released from the seller’s system 

wallet and transferred to the buyer.

Benefits of Buyzone Platform
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Buyzone Referral Program

Security (Privacy Centric)

Easy to connect with site.

Trade in Peer-to-Peer (P2P)

The Buyzone Mall Referral Program provides authorized distributors with a platform to receive 

dividends from their sales. Distributors can receive rewards by selling ERC20 tokens or digital content 

and services. The overall recommended revenue status is displayed on the user dashboard, and you 

can apply for ETH withdrawal.When a withdrawal request is made, a reward is paid by the admin on 

the last day of each month.

Online stores often require buyers’ to disclose personal data with every store where they want to 

place an order. Their every move on the store’s website is also being monitored. This means that 

stores are collecting extensive behavioral data about each user and can connect that data directly 

to the person.

Buyzone is a privacy-centric platform that understands the significance of user privacy and protects 

user data for maximum security. We create a secure decentralized platform that enables buyers to 

enjoy a great trading experience without compromising their personal information to the general 

public.

Buyzone does not provide a separate wallet like a centralized exchange, but connects wallets users 

with Metamask, and all transactions are automatically recorded to the smart contract instantly. 

Buyzone platform offers one of the most secure transactions and protects all data of platform users 

from intruder hackings.

Any users can trade via P2P in the digital assets or ERC 20 tokens by purchase or sale with wallet. the 

main advantage of this P2P platform is buyer will receive the digital products, seller will receive the 

product cost and admin will receive the commission at the same time of purchase confirmation.
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How Buyzone site works?

Buyzone platform is a simple way for the buyers to achieve a great buying experience thereby 

using Ethereum (ETH) as means of transaction. Interested buyers can search from the list 

through the name of the ERC20 or Digital products they want to buy. If buyers and sellers agree 

on their conditions, the buyer can pay through ETH, and after successful payment, the ERC20 

will be released from the seller’s system wallet and transferred to the buyer.

In Buyer Panel, all the buyer profile details can be seen in buyer dashboard with purchase history.

Buyer’s Side
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Sellers of buyzone site provide commissions set up, like how much can be set up in the 

platform, based on that each digital product and token sales can be added. Our platform is 

built to enhance sales opportunities for sellers alike in a well organised decentralised digital 

e-commerce that engages more buyers, and all transactions can be traced.

Seller Side
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Features of Buyzone OTC Market

Buyzone is the 100% decentralized P2P platform where all transactions in smart contracts      

are automatically traded safely without unnecessary intermediaries 

Any ERC20-based coin can be registered, sold at the desired price, and the price can be 

changed at any time. 

The reason ICOs and coin sales are illegal in many countries is because sales are not transparent. 

However, on this platform, it is an exchange between Ethereum and ERC20 Coins, and all the 

transactions are transparent to Etherscan, so you can be free from this issue. 

The base point is to generate the initial price when issuing foundation coins (official price 

formation can be possible by registering the price on the site). 

While selling coins through multistage or distribution, there is no control over the distribution 

of coins, but when sold on the platform, the price is transparent and can be maintained. 

If you register as a sole distributor, you can receive up to 70% of the platform fee income as 

dividends through the approval process. 

Easy to Sell Globally. 

No unnecessary deposit, penalty, or contract process required during OTC transactions. All 

transactions happened automatically through SmartContract. 

Useful for trading block deal coins and unlisted coins.
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Buyzone Referral Program

Buyzone is a community-driven ecosystem that allows members to get rewarded with 

Buyzone Mall. Referral Program by participating on the platform. We consider participants 

loyalty and engagement as the key to our success. The Buyzone Mall Referral Program 

provides authorized distributors with a platform to receive dividends from their sales. 

Distributors can receive rewards by selling ERC20 tokens or digital content and services. The 

overall recommended revenue status is displayed on the user dashboard, and you can apply 

for ETH withdrawal.When a withdrawal request is made, a reward is paid by the admin on the 

last day of each month.
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Token Economics

BZC ERC-20 Coins

Buyzone Coin has a half-life every two years, and the half-life ends in the 10th year. Every 

two years, it is listed on a new centralised exchange. The faster the business grows, the 

faster the number of coins is incinerated. 

Buyzone Business generates real revenue through Buyzone platform transaction fees, 

advertising revenue, and trading algorithm revenue. Based on the proceeds, the coin is 

incinerated by buying the proceeds from the exchange. 

Arithmetically, there are only 1.5 billion left in two years, 750 million left in two years, 3.2.5 

billion left in the sixth year, 1125 billion left in the eighth year, and 56,250,000 left in the last 

decade.

Token Details

Token Name Buyzone

Symbol BZC

Token Supply 3,000,000,000

Token decimal 18 

Blockchain Ethereum

Coin Type ERC 20

BZC Contract Address  : 0x2b41321a1e542aac190f9da1da12e7ac0b8c10b7
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BZCD Stable Token

BZCD (Buyzone Dollar) is a blockchain-based stable token that can be used in the ecosystem. 

In Buyzone platform BZC Coin Holders will receive dividend of 50% rewards as BZCD every 

month from platform profits, this BZCD can be used as one of the payment method in 

Goodpaymall site https://goodpaymall.com/

BZCD is a stable coin operated by itself. Unlike BZC Coin, it is a coin issued on its own private 

blockchain not operated within Ethereum, and does not require a separate gas (fee) like 

Ethereum. All the transactions of BZCD can be seen in Goodpay Explorer                                          

Since BZCD does not use the Ethereum network, it is fast (1,500 TPS or more), and is a coin 

without price volatility that is used with cash based on dollar value in various businesses of 

the Buyzone. However, it is a closed wallet that is not universally available, and is a closed coin 

that can be used only for making payments in the Goodpay Mall. When the network expands 

and is used universally in the future by converting to an open wallet based on collateral.

http://explorer.goodpayglobal.in/ 

http://explorer.goodpayglobal.in/ 
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- 1:1 dollar-based value of the collateral value for BZCD stable token. 

- BZC Coin Holders will receive a dividend of a total of 50% rewards as BZCD every month   

from Buyzone platform profits.

- Once BZC Token Holders receive BZCD, they can use it as one of the payments in the 

Goodpay Mall. 

- Once merchants receive BZCD, they can redeem of tokens in order to get real cash. 

-  In the case of affiliated stores, cash can be received to merchants after taking withdrawal 

commissions.

-  Goodpay Mall is currently joined as one of the affiliated merchant stores under Buyzone.

BZCD CIRCULATION PROCESS
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Roadmap

.

.

.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Payment Tools
After listing exchange, BZC coin 

will be using all payment option 
at buyzone together with ETH, 

and Tether

Rewards
Holder will get BZCD every month, 

the rewards will be calculated based 
on profit of platform. will reward 50% 

of total amounts. BZCD can use at 
goodpaymall.io

Swap BZCD to ETH
BZCD can be swap to ETH in 

the Goodpay app, and will be 
launched in future.
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Proven Works of Buyzone

For the successful purchase of a product, in this section we will look at how the proceeds 

from the product transaction are divided. When a transaction is made on the platform, the 

seller is paid in ETH for the goods sold. Admin and Referrers also receive a basic fee in ETH, 

which is set by the seller.

If a basic fee (20% is set as a basic fee for digital products) is required according to a transaction 

on the Buyzone platform, 30% of the fee is paid to the Admin and 70% is paid to the Referrer.

Transaction Hash 

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xd22b16d844864fc62d682d50cb42dd37dff82fe216b55f4838c796edd635d73f

Purshase Digital Product 
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For the successful purchase of tokens, in this section we will look at how the proceeds from 

token transactions are divided. When tokens are traded on the platform, the seller is paid in 

ETH for the tokens sold. Admin and Referrers also receive this fee in ETH, which is set by the 

seller.

If a basic fee (20% for digital products is set as a basic fee) is required according to a token 

transaction on the Buyzone platform, 30% of the fee is paid to the Admin and 70% is paid to 

the Referrer.

Transaction Hash  

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x4e72292778560c67e6741786d59edab5a77853981bafb94ff1a4fd83e093a71a

Purshase Token Sales

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x4e72292778560c67e6741786d59edab5a77853981bafb94ff1a4fd83e093a71a
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Disclaimer
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We reserve the right to change any technology mentioned in this white paper in favor of the 

overall goal of the project. For the latest version of the white paper, go to:

No Investment Advice

The information provided on this white paper does not constitute investment advice, financial 

advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice, and you should not treat any of the website’s 

content as such.

Accuracy of Information

We will strive to ensure accuracy of information in this white paper although we will not hold any 

responsibility for any missing or wrong information. You understand that you are using any and 

all information available here AT YOUR OWN RISK.

 All Investments Involve Risk

All investments involve risk, losses may exceed the principal invested, and the past performance 

of cryptocurrency, market, or financial product does not guarantee future results or returns. 

Gains with cryptocurrencies are typically subject to tax, depending on what country you reside.

We accept no liability for loss or damage suffered by you as a result of investing in the Buyzone 

Coin.

Trading and investing are risky, do so at your own risk, and we advise people to never use more 

money than they can afford to lose. The cryptocurrency market is a volatile and risky market. 

Cryptocurrency investing may not be suitable for all readers of this white paper. Anyone looking 

to invest in cryptocurrencies should consult a fully qualified independent professional financial 

adviser.

https://buyzone.io/
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